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Chapter 
Introduction 
A general m x m system of conservation laws in N-space variables is given by 
N 
dtu{x,t) + = ^(u), x e R ^ , t e R , (l.O.l) 
j=i 
The function Fj(u), 1 < j < A^  are the nonlinear fluxes and S(u) is the source 
term. The typical example of a system of homogeneous conservation laws is the 
system of •/V + 2 conservation laws in N-space variables given by the compressible 
Euler Equations expressing conservations of mass, momentum, and total energy, 
which take the following form: 
t + divipu) = 0’ 
^ + div{pu (g)u) + V P = 0, (1-0.2) 
where u is the velocity, p is the density, P = P{p, S) is the pressure, E = 
is the total energy and e is the internal energy and S is the special entropy 
respectively. Moreover, the pressure function P = P(p, S) and the internal energy 
function e = e{p, S) are smooth in their arguments. 
For the theory of conservation law, due to the speed of wave depending on 
the wave itself, the behavior of solutions are quite complex. In general, smooth 
solutions will break down in finite time. In the case of scalar conservation laws 
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in arbitrary space dimensions, the theory is quite complete and satisfactory. The 
most significant breakthrough in the mathematical theory of shock waves for sys-
tems is the celebrated random choice method pioneered by Glimm [22]. The 
global Existence of weak solution to the Cauchy problem for Hyperbolic conser-
vation law with the small total variation was obtained. However the theory is 
limited to one dimensional case. Ranch [25] showed that BV estimates fail for 
most quasilinear hyperbolic systems in dimensions greater than one. Hence the 
theory for multi-dimensional conservation laws is much more difficult and less 
satisfactory. Majda [38]- [39] established the linearized stability of multidimen-
sional shock fronts with the help of Kreiss theory for the initial boundary value 
problem. Using this theory, he can prove the short time existence of discontinu-
ous shock fronts solutions. Moreover, he successfully applied this general theory 
to two important concrete examples, multidimensional isentropic Euler and full 
Euler equations. For the recent advances, please refer to Metivier [40]- [41] and 
references therein. 
In this thesis, we will mainly focus on the compressible Euler equations. First 
we will derive several well-known simplified models. For smooth solutions of 
(1.0.2), the entropy S is conserved along the fluid particle trajectories, i.e. 
DS “ L D d ^ d , … � 
瓦 二 0’ - e r e 压 = - + (1.0.3) 
j=i J 
If the entropy is initially a uniform constant and the solution remains smooth, 
then (1.0.3) implies that the energy equation can be eliminated. One can ob-
tain a simpler system of compressible Euler equations, the so called isentropic 
compressible Euler equations: 
絮+ dMpu) = Q, 
(1.0.4) 
警 + div{pu (g)u) + WP(p) = 0. 
The steady version of isentropic compressible Euler equations take the following 
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form: 
( 
divipu) = 0, 
(1.0.5) 
div{pu (g) u) + VP(p) = 0. 
Beside the isentropic approximation of (1.0.2) from (1.0.4), one can deduce 
a further approximation to solutions of (1.0.2). For a smooth solution of Euler 
equations, the vorticity a;, defined by curlu, satisfies the following equations: 
^ ( q = ， . V u + I % ^ V p x V & (1.0.6) 
Thus a smooth solution of compressible Euler equations which is both isentropic 
and irrotational at t = 0 will remain isentropic and irrotational for all later times 
as long as this solution stays smooth. If 
w = curlu = 0 
then on a simply connected space region, there exist a potential function ip, such 
that u = In this case, the momentum equations in (1.0.4) assume the form: 
+ + = (1.0.7) 
where h'(p) = 
Hence one can determine the density from the potential </? through the formula 
Furthermore the compressible Euler equations are reduced to the following time 
dependent potential flow equation: 
N 
{piy^))t + = 0. (1.0.8) 
j=i 
And steady potential flow equation is 
N 
YSif—iy 氣 = 0 . (1.0.9) 
.7 = 1 
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For Multi-dimensional Euler system, there are many studies on the important 
physically relevant wave patterns. These patterns include transonic flows, the 
standing shock in a nozzle, shock reflection phenomena, self-similar flows and so 
on. Transonic flows are those in which both the subsonic and supersonic occur 
in the flow region simultaneously. This thesis are mainly concerned with the 
transonic shock problem in a da Laval nozzle. Indeed, we consider the following 
transonic phenomena described in the book of Courant and Friedrich [19]: Given 
the appropriately large receiver pressure Pr, if the upstream flow is still supersonic 
behind the throat of the nozzle, then at a certain place in the diverging part of 
the nozzle a shock front intervenes and the gas is compressed and slowed down to 
subsonic speed. The position and the strength of the shock front are automatically 
adjusted so that the end pressure at the exit becomes pr- In the remaining part 
of this chapter, we will concentrate on the study of this transonic shock problem. 
For shock reflection phenomena and supersonic flow past a wedge or cone, one 
may refer to [11], [20], [18] and references therein. 
To illustrate the mathematical difficulty in the study of the transonic shock 
phenomena, we will introduce the concept Mach number, which is one of the 
most important flow parameters in fluid dynamics. Mach number, which will be 
denoted by M, is defined as follows: 
c 
where S) = S) is local sonic speed. Mathematically, (1.0.9) is elliptic 
in the subsonic region where M < 1 and hyperbolic in the supersonic region where 
M > 1. For full (or isentropic) Euler equations, it is easy to verify that the system 
has a real eigenvalue and two conjugate complex eigenvalues in subsonic region, 
hence the Euler equation is a hyperbolic-elliptic coupled equation in subsonic 
region. So far, people have not so many methods to deal with such a mixed 
type equation. Next we would like to review some previous well-known results on 
dealing with mixed type equations, and we will mainly focus on multi-dimensional 
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transonic shock problems for various models. 
For transonic flows, a significant result was achieved by Morawetz [43], she 
proved the non-existence of a smooth solution to the problem for steady tran-
sonic flow with a local supersonic region over an airfoil. The non-existence demon-
strated that shock-free flow with a local supersonic region is unstable to perturba-
tion of boundary conditions. Kuzmin [27] successfully avoided the complications 
concerned with shock waves by prescribing a damping boundary condition on a 
portion of the wall of the nozzle, so a stable smooth transonic flow may exist. 
However, the precise physical meaning of the boundary condition is not clear. 
For the quasi-one-dimensional model, the equations which model gas flows in 
a variable area duct are of the form: 
十 dx 一 Aix) PU, 
蟹 ？ = - 徽 + n (1.0.10) 
= - 徽 p 以 E + Pu). 
where A(x} is the cross section of the nozzle. Liu [36]- [37] studied gas flow along a 
duct in a one-dimensional model for both the case of a duct with variable sections 
and the case of a duct with constant sections. He showed that the flows along the 
expanding portion of the nozzle are stable, while flows with shock waves along 
the contracting duct are dynamically unstable by Glirnm scheme method. Embid, 
Goodman,and Majda [21] studied the existence of multiple steady states with the 
same far field behavior for simple one-dimensional transonic model problems by 
using some explicit solutions in a scalar model case. They showed that only some 
of these solutions are dynamically stable and are accessible through physical time-
independent perturbations. 
In [4], the authors established the existence and the stability of a uniform 
planar transonic shock for the two-dimensional transonic small disturbance equa-
tion (TSDE). TSDE is the first order of an asymptotic expansion for flows around 
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slender bodies at free-stream speeds close to sonic speed and it is of the form: 
+ = 
(1.0.11) 
Vx — Uy = 0. 
The TSDE model can be written into a second-order nonlinear equation mixed 
type in two dimension with the coefficients depending only upon the unknown 
function itself. Since the coefficients of the TSDE equations are independent of 
the gradient of the unknown function, additional compactness of solutions can be 
obtained which play a key role in the analysis of [4 . 
Chen and Feldman [7] proved the existence and stability of a steady multi-
dimensional transonic shocks for the nonlinear potential equation when the flow is 
in the flat channel Cl = ( 0 ， x (—1’ 1) with a Dirichlet boundary condition for 
the potential at the exit of the channel. Since Cl can be extended periodically and 
the solution may be considered periodically and the solution may be considered 
periodic, the influence of the corners of Cl is avoided. Furthermore, in this case 
the maximum principle is available, which is a key issue to establish some key a 
priori estimates. 
For the transonic flow with shock in an infinitely long nozzle, the existence 
and stability of multidimensional transonic shock are also established in a series 
/ 
of papers [8]- [10]. In this case, the transonic flow is governed by the inviscid 
potential flow equation with supersonic upstream flow at the entrance, uniform 
subsonic downstream flow at the exit at the infinity, and the slip boundary con-
dition on the nozzle wall. They found that for this problem, one can a priorily 
prescribe the uniformity condition of the flow but can not prescribe a velocity 
state at infinity in the downstream direction in general. In a recent paper [16 
of Chen and Yuan, they studied the uniqueness of solutions with a transonic 
shock in a duct in a class of transonic shock solutions, which are not necessar-
ily small perturbations of the background solution for steady potential equation. 
Their results indicated that for transonic shock solutions in semi-infinitely long 
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ducts, the a priori assumptions on the asymptotic behavior of transonic shock 
solutions in an infinitely long duct in [8]- [10] may not be necessary. One just 
need the reasonable assumptions that the velocity and acceleration of the flow 
are bounded. 
Concerning the transonic flow for full Euler equation, the authors in [6] es-
tablished the existence and uniqueness of transonic flows with a transonic shock 
when the flow is in a finite nozzle of slowly varying cross-sections with nearly 
horizontal velocity at the exit of the nozzle. 
As described in [19], from the physical point of view, it is more reasonable 
to prescribe the pressure at the exit of the nozzle. For the steady potential 
equation and the slowly-varying nozzle walls, Xin-Yin [45]- [46] showed that the 
well-posedriess of the transonic shock problem can not be true for arbitrary large 
pressure at exit. In the case of instability, they found a class of pressures such that 
the transonic shock problem is stable and satisfies the given boundary conditions. 
The main ingredients of their analysis are a generalized hodograph transformation 
and multiplier methods for elliptic equation with mixed boundary conditions and 
corner singularities. 
This phenomena is also true for the steady two dimensional compressible 
Euler equations in ( — x (0,b) with the exit pressure condition and the 
shock is assumed to go through some fixed point. In [44], the authors proved the 
uniqueness of the transonic shock problems in a 2-D nozzle under the assumption 
that the shock wave goes through a fixed point and then, based on the uniqueness 
result, they proved the nonexistence of transonic solution for two dimensional 
nozzle with flat walls without the assumption that the shock front goes through 
a fixed point. For a divergent nozzle with a given large pressure at the exit of 
the nozzle, there is also no such a transonic shock solution if the shock front is 
assumed to go through a fixed point. 
Note that the uniqueness reuslts in [44], [45]- [46] are obtained under the 
additional assumption that the shock curve goes through a fixed point in advance. 
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However, as showed in [44], this additional condition may lead the transonic shock 
problem to be over-determined for a divergent nozzle. In a series of paper [28]-
30], the authors have found a new way to determine the position of the transonic 
shock and removed the undesired assumption that the shock curve goes through a 
fixed point so that the transonic shock problem as described by Courant-Priedrich 
is well-posed. Compared with the results in [45]- [46], the different Bernoulli's 
constants or entropies on two sides of the shock was closely related to the existence 
and the position of the shock wave. In their analysis, the transonic shock problem 
was reduced to solve a boundary value problem for the steady Euler system in 
the subsonic domain with a free boundary (the shock surface), which can be 
reformulated as a system consisting of an ordinary differential equation for the 
shock with a free initial position, a first order nonlinear elliptic system for the 
pressure and angular velocity, and two transport equations for the specific entropy 
and Bernoulli's function respectively on a fixed domain. The new key ingredients 
were to establish the monotonic property of the shock position along the nozzle 
wall with respect to the end pressure and to estimate the gradients of the solution 
instead of the solution itself so that they can avoid the difficulties induced by 
the unknown position of the shock. Actually in 2-D case, they obtained the 
existence and uniqueness of transonic shock in the slowly-varying nozzle with 
variable end pressure. In 3-D case, the uniqueness is still true but the existence 
result is only obtained in the case of the axi-symrnetric exit pressure. It should be 
emphasized that in almost all the previous work [28]- [30], the diverging part of 
the nozzle is assumed to change slowly so that the subsonic flow of the background 
transonic shock is closed to a constant state, which is crucial in the procedures of 
analysis and related estimates. In [31], the authors have found an effective way 
to decompose the Euler system to a canonical form, in which the hyperbolic part 
and the elliptic part are only weakly coupled in their coefficients. The key issue 
is to solve a boundary value problem for a first 2 x 2 elliptic system with non-
local terms and an unknown parameter. By a new elaborate iteration scheme, 
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the authors are able to solve the transonic shock problem without some artificial 
boundary conditions on requirement of the divergent part of the nozzle being 
slowly-varying. 
Recently, Chen [17] established the existence and uniqueness of transonic 
shock flow under the small perturbation of supersonic incoming flow and the exit 
pressure. Chen solved the transonic shock problem by decomposing the problem 
into a pseudo-free boundary problem and the corresponding relaxation. He also 
obtained the the monotoriic property of the shock position with respect to the 
exit pressure. 
In the three-dimensional case, Chen and Yuan [16] studied the well-posedness 
of a transonic shock for compressible Euler equations in a cylinder with a square 
section, while the pressure of the downstream flow at the exit of the duct is 
assigned apart form a constant difference. Because the system involves three 
variables, they employ the calculus of symbols to reduce the Euler equations to a 
canonical form in which the elliptic part and the hyperbolic part are separated at 
their principal level. Chen [17] studied the same problem in a duct with a general 
section. Due to the loss of regularity in the process of integrating equations, Chen 
first estimate divergence and rotation of the velocity rather than the velocity itself. 
Besides, different from [16], one has to deal with a boundary value problem of 
an elliptic equation in a domain with corners, which will generally decrease the 
regularity of the solution, so that the corresponding estimate are weaker that 
those in [16:. 
Xiri and Yin [47] considered the stability problem of a steady transonic shock 
under the unsteady perturbation. Indeed, they established the global existence, 
stability and the long time asymptotic behavior of an unsteady symmetric tran-
sonic shock under the constant exit pressure when the initial unsteady shock lies 
in the symmetric diverging part of the 2-D or 3-D nozzle. On the other hand, it 
is showed that an unsteady symmetric transonic shock is structurally unstable in 
a global-iri-time sense if it lies in the symmetric converging part of the nozzle. 
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In this thesis, we will study the transonic shock phenomena in a divergent 
nozzle. We establish the existence and uniqueness of the transonic shock flow 
when the upstream supersonic flow is a small steady perturbation of the uniform 
supersonic flow and the corresponding pressure at the exit has a also small per-
turbation. Also we will study the monotonic property of the shock location along 
the nozzle wall under some additional assumptions. 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we will modify the 
iteration scheme developed in [31] to establish the existence and uniqueness of 
transonic shock in a divergent nozzle under the small perturbation of supersonic 
uniform incoming flow. We will reformulate the transonic shock problem as a 
system consisting of an ordinary differential equation for the shock with a free 
initial position, a first order nonlinear elliptic system for the pressure and angular 
velocity, and two transport equations for the specific entropy and Bernoulli's 
function respectively on a fixed domain. The key point is also to solve a a 
boundary value problem for a first 2 x 2 elliptic system with non-local terms 
and an unknown parameter. In chapter 3, we will study the monotonic property 
of the shock location along the nozzle under some additional restrictions, namely 
for the slowly-varying nozzle and large Mach number of the supersonic incoming 
flow. In chapter 4, we will give a discussion on the remaining interesting open 
problem. In the appendix A, we will give a detailed description of the background 
solution. In the appendix B, we will give an outline of the proof of the existence 
of the supersonic flow in a divergent nozzle. 
Chapter 2 
Existence and Uniqueness results of transonic 
shock solution to full Euler system in a large 
variable nozzle 
2.1 The mathematical description of the tran-
sonic shock problem and main results 
In this paper, we will modify the iteration scheme developed in [31] to establish 
the stability of a transonic shock solution to the full steady compressible Euler 
system in a class of de Laval nozzles under the C^'" perturbation of the supersonic 
incoming flow. 
The 2-D full steady Euler system is 
di{pui) + d2{pU2) = 0, 
di[pu\ + P) + d2(pihU2) = 0’ 
(2.1.1) 
di{puiU2) + d2{pul + P) = 0, 
�di{(pe + + P)ui) + d2{(pe + + P)u2) = 0, 
where u = (^1,^2) is the velocity, p is the density, P = P(p, S) is the pressure, 
e is the internal energy and S is the special entropy respectively. Moreover, the 
11 
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pressure function P = P{p, S) and the internal energy function e = e(p, S) are 
smooth in their arguments. In particular, dpP{p, 5) > 0 and dse{p, S) > 0 for 
p > 0, and c{p, S) = S) stands for the local sound speed. 
For ideal polytropic gases, the equations of states are given by 





( 7 - 1 ) " : 
here A, Cy and 7 (1 < 7 < 3) are positive constants. 
Assume that the nozzle walls a n d � 2 are C^'"— regular for Xq — 1 < 
+ X2 < Xo + 1 (here 0 < o; < 1, and Xq > 1 is a fixed constant) and 
Ti consists of two curves Pj and Ff with F} and F^ including the walls for the 
converging part of the nozzle, while Ff and P^ being the straight line segments so 
that the divergent part of the nozzle is part of a symmetric angular sector. Assume 
that r? is represented by X2 = {—lYxitanOo with > 0 and X � < 'r < X � + 1’ 
where 0 < 0 � < f • 
r z 3 1.W i 
/ 
Let the uniform supersonic incoming flow U- = (U^Q(X),U2^Q(X), FQ~(X) , S Q ( X ) ) 
is smooth and symmetric near r = XQ so that U~Q{X)=�(:)而(z = 
1,2), PQ(X) = PQ (r) and SQ{X) = SQ {SQ is a constant). It is rioted that 
this assumption can be easily realized by the hyperbolicity of the supersonic in-
coming flow and the symmetric property of the nozzle walls for Xq < r < Xo + 1, 
one can see . 
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Suppose the supersonic incoming flow at the inlet r = Xq is given by 
= (2.1.2) 
which is close to the uniform supersonic flow in the following sense 
\\{% — < 已 (2.1.3) 
and satisfying the following compatibility conditions: 
^(B,S)iXoCose,Xosme)\0=^0^ = 0. (2.1.4) 
UU -
where = (U^^Q(X), ^2,0(^), PQ (x)), and B = Hujul) + S) is 
the Bernoulli's function. 
If the transonic shock curve S : xi = t]{x2) is formed, and denote the flow 
behind S by ii}(:c)’ P + ( : r ) ’ T h e n it follows from the Rankirie-
Hugoriiot conditions on E that 
In addition, the pressure P(x) satisfies the physical entropy condition 
P+(x) > p - [ x ) on = r]{x2). (2.1.6) 
On the exit of the nozzle, the end pressure is prescribed by 
on = 而 + 1， (2.1.7) 
here £ > 0 is suitable small, 0 = arctanf^, Po(9) € {[-60,60]) with 
Po{±0o) = 0， (2.1.8) 
2.1.5 
= 0 
= 0 , pu 
r)'(x2)[pu： 
P] - ri'{x2 
Tf{x2)lpul + P] = 0, 
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the constant Pg denotes by the end pressure for which a symmetric transonic shock 
lies at the position r — ro with vq G {Xq, Xq + 1) and the supersonic incoming 
flow is given by ([/Q~(r), Po(r), SQ) in the domain {r : XQ < r < XQ 1}. For 
more details, one can see Section 147 of [19] or Theorem 1.1 of [47 . 
Since the flow is tangent to the nozzle walls X2 = (—lYtandoij = 1, 2), then 
？4 = (-lyultanOo on X2 = {-lyxitanOo. (2.1.9) 
As been stated in Section 147 of [19] (see also Theorem 1.1 of [47]), under the 
above assumptions on the nozzle and the symmetric supersonic incoming flow 
near the throat of the nozzle, there exists a unique symmetric transonic shock 
solution for the given constant end pressure Pg- Furthermore, the position of the 
shock, r = ro, depends monotonically on the given end pressure. This solution 
will be called the background solution in this paper. Let Po{r), Sq) (Sq 
is a constant) be the subsonic part of the background solution for tq < r < Xq + I, 
which can be extended into the domain {r : ro — o^ < ^ < ^o + 1} (^ o > 0 is 
some constant depending only on the supersonic incoming flow) (see Theorem 1.1 
of [47]). The corresponding extension will be denoted by (O'^(r), P^'ir), Sq). 
Now we can state the main result in this paper 
Theorem 2.1.1. (Existence and Uniqueness) 
Under the assumptions above, there exists a constant Eq > 0 such that for all 
£ e (0’£o], if (2.1.2)-(2.1.4)hold, the problem (2.1.1),(2.1.5)-(2.1.9) has a unique 
transonic shock solution 
which satisfies the following properties: 
(1). U- is supersonic, U+ is subsonic, and E is the transonic shock front 
separating U- and U+ and satisfies the entropy condition. 
(2). Let the equation ofT, be xi = 77(3:2) and define the supersonic region Q— 
and subsonic region as follows: 
fl- = {{xi,x2) •. J X l - xl<xi < 77(0:2), \X2\ < XitarWo} 
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and 
= {(xi, X2) ： rj{x2) < Xi < yj(Xo + 1)2 - xl, \X2\ < XitanOo}, 
then the following estimates hold 
(i). = (u]:(x),U2{x),P-(x),S-(x)) e and 
— < Cos, (2.1.10) 
and the generic constant Co is a positive constant depending only on a and the 
supersonic incoming flow. 
Also for (r cos (—l)Vsin 0^) ^ dQ- we have: 
^ ( / 7 r , P - , S ' - ) ( r c o s 0 o , ( - l ) V s i n 0 o ) = O , 签 t / ^ ^ c o s M - l ) V c o s 0。）= 0. 
(2.1.11) 
(A). r!(X2) G C^'^'lxl.xl], and 
M x 2 ) - y r g — < Cos, (2.1.12) 
where {x\,x2){i = 1,2) stands for the intersection points of Xi = r}{x2) with 
X2 = (—lyxitanOQ for i = 1,2. 
(Hi). = (u+{x),ut(x),P+{x),S+{x)) e C2’"(fi+)，and 
— (�t�,对。,户o+’*5o+)llc2,�(fU) < Cos, (2.1.13) 
where «�’^1《。，户。+)=(財⑷f’ 付 ⑷ ) . 
To solve this transonic shock problem, we first establish the existence and 
uniqueness of supersonic flows in the whole nozzle via the method of charac-
teristic. 
Theorem 2.1.2. (Existence and Uniqueness for supersonic flow) 
If (2.1.3)-(2.1.4) hold，the problem (2.1.1),(2.1.2) and (2.1.9) has a unique 
supersonic solution 
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which satisfies the following properties: 
\\(U];,U2,P~,S-) — (6r’o’So, Ar，5S")||c2,o(n) < Coe： (2.1.14) 
and the generic constant CQ is a positive constant depending only on a and the 
supersonic incoming flow. 
Furthermore, we have 
^ ( C / f , p - , 5 - ) ( r cos 00, ( - l ) V s i n ^ o ) = 0 , 盖 cos M - s i r 為 ） = 0 . 
(2.1.15) 
Indeed, this theorem has been essentially proved in [44], [6], we will give an 
outline of the proof of this theorem in appendix B. One can refer to [35] for more 
details. 
With Theorem 2.1.2, we can transform the transonic shock problem into 
the following one-phase free boundary value problem. 
FBP: Given a supersonic solution = u^^x), P~{x), S~{x)) of 
(2.1.1),(2.1.2) and (2.1.9) satisfying (2.1.10)-(2.1.11) /or some small constants 
e > 0, find a subsonic flow U+ in the downstream separated by a trnnsonic shock 
front xi = r]{x2) satisfying (2.1.5)-(2.1.9). 
Then we only need to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1.3 Lets > 0 be small, and the supersonic incoming flow obtained 
in Theorem 2.1.2, the problem FBP has a subsonic solution 
and a shock front 
= rj{x2) 
which satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition, the entropy condition and the es-
timates (2.1.12)-(2.1.13). 
Remark 2.1.1. Compared with the results in [28]- [30j, we do not need 
to require that the diverging part of the nozzle wall changes slowly. The key 
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ingredient in the analysis of [28]- [30] is to establish the monotonic property of 
the shock position along the nozzle wall with respect to the exit pressure so that one 
can avoid the difficulties caused by the unknown position of the shock. After some 
modification of the new elaborate scheme developed in [31], we can determine the 
shock position together with the solution in each iteration step. The key issue is 
to solve a boundary value problem for a first 2 x 2 elliptic system with non-local 
terms and an unknown parameter. Our results show that the background transonic 
shock solution with arbitrarily changing subsonic flow is structurally stable under 
small perturbation of the supersonic incoming flow and the exit pressure. 
Remark 2.1.2. One should note that the main difference between our case 
and the one in [31j is the Bernoulli's function is not a constant any more. Actu-
ally, the Bernoulli ’s function is not conserved across the shock, hence we have to 
deal with the Rankine-Hugoniot condition in a different way. The monotonicity 
of pressure for the background solution in the subsonic region plays an important 
role in the well-posedness of the elliptic system. 
Remark 2.1.3. By the results in [44], we know that the shock curve is per-
pendicular' to the nozzle wall. To guarantee the C^ regularity of transonic shock 
solution in the downstream region (up to the boundary), the Bernoulli's constant 
and entropy of supersonic incoming flow and the curvature of the nozzle wall is 
required to satisfy some compatibility conditions. And the compatibility condition 
(2.1.4) is a sufficient condition. This condition is also necessary in the isentropic 
case. One can see §2.3 for more detailed explanation. 
Remark 2.1.4. One can expect the existence and uniqueness results for such 
a question is still true without this condition. In this case, singularity will be 
developed and propagated along the nozzle wall and may affect the regularity of 
the interior. Another more essential difficulty lies in the loss of regularity on 
dealing with the hyperbolic mode. Hence one has to employ the Lagrangian trans-
formation. It is easy to prove the equivalence of the weak solution in Euler and 
Lagrangian coordinates since the Lagrangian transformation is Lipschitz. How-
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ever, it is quite difficult to prove the norm equivalence due to the formation of 
shock. Recently, Li, Xin and Yin have solved this difficult problem. 
Now we explain the main idea of the iteration scheme. Actually, the problem 
can be reformulated as a system consisting of an ordinary differential equation for 
the shock with a free initial position, a first order nonlinear elliptic system for the 
pressure and angular velocity, and two transport equations for the specific entropy 
and Bernoulli's function respectively on a fixed domain. Linearizing the nonlinear 
equation and the nonlinear boundary condition, one can obtain a new iteration 
scheme which involve a boundary value problem for a first order 2 x 2 elliptic 
system with non-local terms and an unknown parameter. The non-local terms 
arise from the Rankine-Hugoniot condition and hyperbolic modes, the unknown 
parameter denotes the unknown shock position on the nozzle wall. 
The rest of this chapter will be organized as follows. In §2.2, following [31], 
we reformulate the 2-D problem (2.1.1) with the boundary conditions (2.1.5)-
u+ 
(2.1.9) so that one can obtain a 2 x 2 first order elliptic system on cj = and 
pressure 尸 + together with the shock curve equation and the entropy S'^, two first 
order hyperbolic equation on and B along the streamline. In §2.3, using the 
decomposition techniques in §2.2, we linearize the resulted nonlinear equations 
and construct a suitable iteration scheme, especially, a linear 2 x 2 first order 
elliptic system with the nonlocal terms and an unknown constant is derived. In 
§2.4, we establish some a priori estimates on the linearized equations derived in 
§2.3 and further complete the proof on Theorem 2.1.1. 
2.2 The reformulation on problem (2.1.1) with 
(2.1.5)-(2.1.9) 
In this section, we reformulate the nonlinear problem (2.1.1) with (2.1.5)-(2.1.9) 
so that we can obtain an a first order elliptic system for the pressure and 
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the angular velocity [/^(x), two first order partial differential equation for the 
Bernoulli's function and the special entropy S'^(x). 
Due to the angular geometric structure of the nozzle walls, it is more conve-
nient to use the polar coordinates 
Xi = rcosO, 
(2.2.1) 
X2 = rsinO, 
and decompose the velocity (u^, wj) into the radial speed [/广 and angular speed 
U} as follows 
f 
ut = UiCosO — UoSinO, 
(2.2.2) 
U2 = UiSinO + U} COS0. 
Under the polar coordinate transformation (2.2.1), the domains 
= {(xi,x2) ： Xq < Jxl xl < XQ 1, \x2\ < xitanOo} 
and 
= {{XI,X2) : R]{X2) <XI < YJ{XQ + 1)2 — X^, \X2\ < XITANOO) 
are changed into 
R = {(‘厂，： Xo < r < Xo + 1, -6'o < ^ < 6'o}. (2.2.3) 
and 
R+ = {(^ 0) : i{e) < r < Xo + 1, -6'o < 0 < Oo} (2.2.4) 
respectively, where r = ^{6) stands for the equation of shock curve T. in the polar 
coordinate (r, 9). 
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It follows a direct computation that (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) become respectively 
dr(p^U^) + Ideip^U^) + 华 = 0 , 
drip^U^r + P-") + 1 斤e[p+u作2+) + "广)2) = 0, 
drip^U^U^) + } M p " ~ m � 2 + + IfP+utU} = 0, 
+ + P+)C/i+) + 询((p+e+ + + P ^ M ) 




pU! + 尸]—徵 = 0, 
PU1U2] 一 gjlpUi + P] = 0 
(2.2.6) 
[(pe + Ip\U\‘ + P)U,]—徵 Kpe + \p\U? + Pm = 0, 
where /7 = (t/i,[/2). 




From now on, for notational conveniences, the superscripts ”+，，will be ne-
glected. Then for any C^ solution, (2.2.5) is actually equivalent to 
dr{pUi) + \de{pU2) + 學 = 0 , 
U.drUi + ^deU, + ^ - ^ = 0, 
Uidrlh + ^deU2 + + ^ = 
IhdrS + ^deS = 0. 
(2.2.9) 
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Now we reformulate the boundary conditions on the shock line. By Rankine-
Hugoriiot conditions, we have 
Gi([/, [/-) = [pUi][pUl + P] - [pUiU2][pU2] = 0’ 
G2 队 U-) = ([pUiU2]f — [puf + p][pui + 尸]=0’ 
U-) = [p(e + + f)C/i][pt/| + P] — [ p ^ M M e + + f 
= 0 ’ 
(2.2.10) 
As in [47], by implicit function theorem, one has on r 二 沙） 
- ^o(ro) = ~gi (Ul f/f — Uoirol 广-尸�-(r�), S- - S � U 拘 ’ 
p —尸o+(ro) = Hul U: 一 [/o-(ro), P- - Po"(^o), S- — ^o", U拘, 
S - S"o+(ro) = h{Ul [/f — /7o-(ro), P- - S- — S“ U洲、 
、 (2.2.11) 
here 丞(0’ 0,0,0’ 0,0) = 0 for z = 1,2,3. An important property of 仇 is 
运= O i U l ) + 0(t/r — Uoiro)) + 0 ( P - - P,-{TO)) + 0 ( 5 " — 5o) + 
+ 0(C/2—"2)，/or z = 1,2,3. 
Actually, we can give a more detailed description of 么.Set $ = (t^i, f/2,尸’ S) 
arid denote 少广， for the subsonic and supersonic state of the background solu-
tion respectively. Since 广’ $「）= 0 hold for z = 1,2,3, we have 
+ {v^Gii^tm). o) - $广(厂0)) — (c^mie), e),尘-議,没)） 
一 G.i^tm). ^-m.約))} 一 {G^{Hm\^-m.約） 
- G ^ i W • ( 辦 ( 辦 ) ) ) } - { G ^ i W (辦 ) ) A — K � ) ) -抄广 ( r � ) , $ ; ( r o ) ) } . 
The terms in the first two brackets {} in the above formula are all high order 
term. The third term has the form 6') — $-(^(0))), which is not a so 
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important term. We only need to calculate the fourth term. 
d^t M: 广 ( r o ) ’ $,-(ro)) . - ^ ( r o ) + 广 ( r � ) ’ (I>�(ro)) . " ^ ( t q ) 一 ,厂0) 
\ dr 
Careful calculations show that 
广(ro)，$「(ro))($K(外約 一 = — ro) + — TO)^； 
+ o ( $ - — $「）+ e) — ^tm,約)2), 
广(ro)，$「(ro))($KW，約—<5 广(ro))(ro))} = — ”。尸） 
+o($— - + e) 一 $广 ( € ( 0 )，0 ) ) 2 )， 
By implicit function theorem, we obtain 
Ui - t/o+(ro) = B 删 - r o ) + 聰(没)—ro^’ U!, -
P —尸0+(rO)=秘-To) + R2((m — 1 7 1 ， — $厂）， 







"o+(n))(c2(pJ(r�)A+) — (f/�+(r�))2) ro 
(7 — l)(t/o+(r�))2 + [Po 
A + ) - (t/o+(ro))2 
(7 — 1 W [Po] 
< 0. 
< 0 ’ 
ro 
>0, 
Furthermore, it follows from the third equation in (2.2.6) that 
m = m 
= s a t i s f i e s 
(2.2.13) 
where cj = 
Ul 
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We now decompose the elliptic-hyperbolic system (2.2.10) by its elliptic and 
hyperbolic modes. 
[/i X {the first equation}—px {the second equation} and U2X {the first equation} 
—p X {the third equation} in (2.2.10) respectively, together with (2.2.11) and 
(2.2.7)-(2.2.8), we know that lj = ^ and F satisfy: 
d r � + r U [ c � , S �一 + ； P C / M P � ) + J 咖? 
… = 0 
drP + Ifi^^de. + IjjSk^AP + I f i ^ l l + = 0 uf-cHp,sy VT-CHP,S) 
P-PO''(RO) = B2(^-RO)-^R2(E) on 
a;(r’ 土 = 
P = Pe + EPO{0) on R = XA + 
In addition, it follows from the fourth equation in (2.2.10), (2, 




11) and the 
UidrS + ^deS = 0 in R+, 
S-S^ = Bs(m-ro)-\-R3{0), on r = ^ 
(2.2.15) 
and 
UidrB + ^deB = 0 M R. 
B = i((t/o+(ro) + B,(m - RO) + H i W ) ' + t/|) 
+:^e(Po+(ro) + B2M 一 o^) + R2W, + 崎奶 一 r � ) + 丑2(沒)） 
on r = ^{9). � 
(2.2.16) 
Thus, to prove Theorem 2.1.3, it suffices to solve the problems (2.2.13)-
(2.2.16). Furthermore, it is more convenient to reduce the free boundary problem 
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(2.2.13)-(2.2.16) into a fixed boundary value problem by setting 
Z2 = e. 
(2.2.17) 
Then the domain R+ defined in (2.2.4) is transformed into 
E+ = {(zi, Z2) ： 0 < Zi < Xo + 1 - ro, -9o < Z2 < Oq}. (2.2.18) 
A direct computation yields 
. Xo + l - r o . 
dr = -TT—. 达 1 ^0 + 1 -
ZI - (Xo + 1 - ro), 
汤 = X � + l — ( ⑷ 氏 1 + 达 2 
(2.2.19) 
Thus, in the new coordinate (2.2.17), the problems (2.2.12)-(2.2.14) can be rewrit-
ten respectively as 
m = m 
pU^Lu -





f) , , I 1 Xo + l-aZ2) Pf p I 1 (Xo + W(幻))"i2 
+ — 幻 ） = 狐 ⑴ ’ 糊 
S P 丨 Xo+l-拟 2) PcHp,S)U? q .. I 7 P 
P-Po''(ro) = B2{^-ro) + R2{e) on zi = 0, 
0；(2：1,±^ )=0， 
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and 
( / \ 
(Xo + 1 — ro)彻)+ (Xo + l - ^(z2))zi + (zi -(Xo + 1- ro))^^)^； 
+ Xo + l-^(z2)jujd,,S = 0 in E, 
•S —=热—r。）+ i?3(幻）， on zi = 0. 
(2.2.22) 
and 
V o + 1 — ro)e(^2) + (^0 + 1 - a^2))zi + (^ 1 - (Xo + 1 - ro))^\z2)u?jd^,B 
+ + l — < e (之氏 2召 = 0 in E+, 
B = K 崎 0 ) + m - ro) + Ri)' + Ui) 
+ 骑 - r o ) + R2, S} + 骑 - r � ) + R3) on z, = 0. 
(2.2.23) 
where 
1 U^u ( . zi 
DZ2� 
+ -r 
V'^o + l - r o Xq + 1 - r � 
1 / (J^  ^ \ f ( Zi 
[p^U^) — pcHp,S)(Ul-c^p,S))J [^Xo-hl-ro — 氏1 尸 
丨為 + 1 - 沿 2 ) g 尸 、 l X o + 1 - C f e ) U^CJ' 
LU 
Xo^l-ro 对 y r Xo + l-ro C/f - c2(p, 5)' 
and 
— 1 ( 1 A . pc\p.S)Ul 7 (Xo + 1 — 彻 ) 爬 
—r� + S f � “ 一 — r(Xo + l-ro)(t/f-c2(p,5)) 
—rU卜 c 2 ( p ， ( ( X � + 1 _ r � — (幻)么iP + Xo + l - r o 
with 
“ � X o + 1 —认 Z2) 
r = (勿）+ - ^ — T - ^ ^ i . (2.2.24) 
Xo + 1 - ro K ‘ 
Here one should note that the functions Fi(P, and F2(P, both 
are error terms of second order in £, if Theorem 2.1.3 holds. 
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We now set for z £ Ej 
咖 ^ . H ^ ^ Z l ， 幻 ) ， 




剛 ⑷ - 戶 0 + ⑷ ， 
= — 5^+， 
^5(^2) = - 'ro, 
(2.2.26) 
It is noted that the corresponding background solution {Uq{zi), Pq{zi),Sq) 
satisfies 
久1付+ 7 -戶0+ = 0. (2.2.27) 
Then in terms of the notations in (2.2.25)-(2.2.26) and a direct computation, we 
can derive from the equations (2.2.20)-(2.2.23) and (2.2.15) that 
— aZ2)p{0,Z2)m0.Z2)rW2i0,Z2) - {p-UiU2mZ2),Z2) 
5�:2J —尸(0，之2)-尸O—Ce(之2)) + P(0,Z2)U?(0,Z2)U '^(0,Z2)—(厂（t/2—尸）(《勿），之2) 
(2.2.28) 
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and 
氏1術+ ra^〜购+击(奶2，丨；帥购 
- - = Fs(W,VlV) in E, 
d 1 对 ’ 对 ) 产 ^ (啡 
+ 7 Ml 
V (^o+l-ro) {^ {Z2)+ X i ' i - r f i^) — (ro+zi)((f/o+)2-c2(p+,So+) 
二 F^iW, WW) in E 




(Xo + 1 — + (^0 + 1 - ^{Z2))ZI + {zi - (Xo + 1 - ro))^'(z2)u;]d,,W, 




(^0 + 1 - ro)a^2) + (Xo + 1 _ az2))zi + (zi - (Xo + 1 - ro))^'{z2)u;] 
\ ( X ) 
\ / 
B-Bo = i((t/o+(ro) + + R,)^ + 
+:^e(P�+(rQ) + + S f + B3W5 + R3) — Bo on zi = 0. 
(2.2.31) 
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here 
vw)= 
( 1 ^0 + 1 - (么 2) 
.(ro + ((^0 + 1 - + (Xo + 1 — ^{z2))z,)pU{ 
I氏2购+ 
W2 
(Xo + H ( 遍 2 
(«么2) + + 1 — r�)( f/? 一 c2(p’ S)) 
. ( 1 � 
十(卜 Xo + l - r o ^ + 一 “ J 两 5 � 
+ (1 - x^TT^) te _ -Mf?) 5 � 




— ( X � + 1 — + m — c2("，S)J 
7 
(Xo + 1 — ro)(«^2) + m — c � , S)) 
and Bo = I — ) 2 + 六e(戶o+(0) A + ) . 
Set 
W3 + F2(a 1^,0；, 0 — "。 +， 0 , r o ) . 
A = 7P0+ 
.(馬 + 1 - ro)(办2) + (PI - S)) 
(对)2 \ 
Computations show that 
h 7 (^0+ 购 
(Xo + 1 - ro) (ro + 对 ) -
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and 
= - 2 对 c 2 ( 对 , + ( 劝 2(•购 + 丄罢 W4) + O d ^ n . 
Po Po 
Finally, we obtain 
^ = B4(zi)W： + 恥 1)1^3 + Be(zi)W4 + + R,[W) 
where 
^ BAzA - -27时⑷戶�+�对⑷，0 
R “ � - (7- l)(对(对(zi) ’So+) n. 
JD = 7 (奶附⑷ ) 2 n 
恥 ) 二 7(X�+ 1)(啡幼2切⑷ 〉0. 
� (Xo+l-ro)(ro+zi)2(c2(p+(zi),5o+)-(f/o+(zi))2) 
Hence (2.2.29) can be rewritten as 
-击(1 - 豸刚勿）=F3(�VH/) in E+, 
么1 购 + 击 f i ^ i f f 达2 机 + ^ W j S S ^ ^ a 
+550^1)^3 + Be{zi)W4 + ^ 7(21)1^5 = F,(zu VW) + R,{W) in E+, 
W3(0,Z2) = BiW5(Z2) + RI(Z2), 
WsiXo + 1 - ro, Z2) = £Po(z2), 
(2.2.32) 
With these, Theorem 2.1.3 can be derived from the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.2.1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1.3, there exists a posi-
tive constant C depending only a and the uniform supersonic incoming flow such 
that the system (2.2.28)，(2.2.30)-(2.2.32) has a unique solution with the fol-
lowing estimates 
II购lb叫-0� ’0�] < Ce (2.2.33) 
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and 
(2.2.34) 
2.3 An Iteration Scheme. 
In this section, we will follow [31] to develop a new iteration scheme which is 
suitable for us to obtain the existence theorem. To find the suitable iteration 
space, we firstly derive some compatibility conditions. 
Lemma 2.3.1 If the system (2.2.5)-(2.2.6) with (2.2.7)-(2.2.8), has a solution 
and ^ (6) G C^'"； then the following compatible conditions at the comers hold 
dd/i(r,±0o) = O, 
场 士 济 S ^ ( ' r , ± 0 o ) = O， 
/72(r，±0o) = O，確f/2(r’ 士〜）=0’ 
士叫 = 0 乂⑶(士0o) = O. 
(2.3.1) 
Proof. It follows from boundary condition (2.2.7), the jumping condition 
(2.2.6) that 
C/2(r’ 士没0) = 0’ dePir, 士而）=0, (士知）=0. 
Applying ^'(9)dr + de to the first, the second and the fourth equations in 
(2.2.6) and evaluate at the (�±6>o), ±6>o) 
deipUi) = 
deW + + = dMe- + |[/-|2 + 
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By Theorem 2.1.2, one has 汰 [ / � ( r , ±0。）= doP'ir, 土 = dffS-(r, 士没o) = 0. 
Hence we obtain 
M p U i ) = 0, 
de(p{Ui)' + P) = 0， 
That is 
UidppdeP + UidspdeS + pdelh = 0, 
[{Uifdpp + l)deP + {UifdspdeS + 2pU鄰〜=0, 
m f d p p + ：^巩)deP +、举 dspdeS + { l p { U , f d p p + = 0. 
Since the determinant of the coefficient matrix is not zero, we obtain that 
《士〜)’ = 汤 p(�±^)’ 士 = deS 盼 eoh 士 = 0 
Apply OQ to the second and the fourth equation in (2.5), and then evaluate at 
士办，we find that deUi{r,±do) and 汰5*(r，士0。）satisfies 
UidrideUi) + {drlh + ldeU2 - - ^^deS = 0 on 6 = 士 
UidrideS) + {drUi +�deU2)deS + drSdelh = • on 0 = ±0。， 
汰/7i(《士 士 0o) = O’ 
(士 ^ ) ’±0o) = O. � 
which implies deUi{r, 士〜）=deS{r, 士(9。）= 0. 
In addition, differentiating the first equation of (2.2.5) with respect to d, one 
can get 
劣 /^2(r^ 士叫=o. 
And taking i'{9)dr + do on the third equation of (2.2.6) twice yields 
士礼） = 0 . 
We have finished the proof of Lemma 2.3.1. 
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Remark 2.3.1 For isentropic flow, one can find that ddB~(zi, ±9Q} = 0 is a 
necessary condition to guarantee the compatibility condition. 
Indeed, in this case at ((^(±没0)，士没o) we have 
dolpUi]=0, 
DOLP(UI)^ + P] = 0. 
From this equation, we can derive that 
dM = + P-) - m)'+棚d—. 
Using the boundary condition, one can derive that 
氏 士 叫 = 0 and 士 叫 = 士 叫 . 
Hence it follows from the above equation that 
Using Rankine-Hugoniot conditions and entropy condition, one has 
To guarantee dep�“±Qo), ±6^ = 0, we need the condition 济i3-(€(±0o)’ 士〜）= 
0. 
Next, we construct an iteration scheme to solve the nonlinear problem (2.2.28) 
and (2.2.30)-(2.2.31). 
To this end, we introduce an iteration space as follows 
4 
三<5 = {恢： E 11 恥々(应+ ) + < = 0,J = 1,3,4; 
i=l 
么1’ 士 知 ） = 士 & ) = 0; = M/f )(±0o) = 0}， 
(2.3.2) 
where the constant J > 0 will be determined later on. 
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In terms of the notations in (2.2.26), each W eEs has the following expression 
iU,iz),u{z),P{z),S{z),p{z)-i{z2)). (2.3.3) 
We now define the linearized scheme to the problem (2.2.28) and (2.2.30)-
(2.2.33) and determine its corresponding solution as follows 
W{z)=陶z),2⑷声3�,4�,5�). 
1. The determination of W .^ 
Due to (2.2.28), W^ is defined as 
咖 二 峰 2 ) + 嚇 







^ ( 0 , ^2) - POIO + -
Since W and (2.1.15), one checks easily that 
F6(±0O) = = 0’ 
(2.3.5) �WFeWc^ '^^ i-eoM < C({6 + + = 0,1,2， 
here and below the generic positive constant C is independent of 6, e. 
2. The determination of W/^ . 
Prom (2.2.31), is required to satisfy 
( ( X � + 1 — ro)^>2) + ( X � + 1 — i{z2))z, + - ( X � + 1 — rQ))i'{z2)W2)d,,W^ 
+ (Xo + 1 - i[z2))W2d,,W^ = 0 in E+. 
(2.3.6) 
with the initial data 1^4(0’ Z2) being chosen in terms of the expression of ^4(0’ Z2) 
in (2.2.30). 
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Let Z2(s-, (3) be the characteristics going through z = {z\^Z2) with 2:2(0； (3) = (3 
for the first order differential operator 
己 + + Q 
' ' ( X o + 1 - ro)e>2) + (^0 + 1 - i{z2))z, + — (Xo + 1 — ro))H^2)W2 巧, 
namely, 
dZ2(s;/3) = f (Xo + l-i(z,))w2 
--(s,Z2(S;/3)) 
Z2(Zi；/^) = Z2, 22(0’/?) = A [-00, ^o]. 
(2.3.7) 
Due to (2.3.7), the variable (5 can be regarded as the function oi z = {zi,z2), 
which is denoted by 
P = (2.3.8) 
It follows from (2.3.7) that 
Z2-P = 
{Xo + l-i(z2))W2 
{Xo + 1 - ro)i{z2) + (Xo + 1 - i(z2))zi + {zi - (Xo + 1 - ro))i'(z2)W2 




/?(zi’ 士00) = 士彻， \\P —句lie叫忌+) < 叫应+)’ /c = 0,1，2. 
(2.3.10) 
It is noted that (2.3.6) is a first order linear partial differential equation of W4, 
then it follows from the characteristics method and the expression of 14/4(0, Z2) in 
(2.2.31) that 
之 ） = W M m ) = BsW,{z2) + F,{Z), (2.3.11) 
where 
J Z2 
Due to (2.1.15), one can check that 达2如(之1, 士。o) = 0, which implies 
久 化 士 叫 = 0 . 
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I|F7||c7叫朗 < + e)(Eti "取lie叫⑷ + II电Ib+1,�M�A)1) + Ce. 
、 （2.3.12) 
where k = 0,1,2. 
3. The determinations of Wi. 
From (2.2.31), B is required to satisfy 
((Xo + 1 - ro)e>2) + (Xo + 1 — i{z2))zi + - (Xo + 1 - T^))i'{z2)W2)d,,{B — Bo) 
+ (Xo + l - i(z2))W2d,,(B - Bo) =0 in E+. 
• (2.3.13) 
A similar analysis shows that 
{B-Bo)(z) = {B-Bomp{z)). 
Using the mean value theorem and after some tedious calculations, we have 
_ = + 声3(0,/?⑷) mz) 
麥 講 ) ) - 聽 細 + 恥 ) . 
where Fg = Odlk^p) has same properties as Fj. 
Hence we have 
叫 和 — ^ ^ 响 + _ ( 战 刚 + …1… 
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has the same properties as F7 which can be checked in a similar way as above: 
叫左+) < Ci5 + s){ZU II琳lie叫应+) + II琳lb糾十"。’叫）+ Ce. 
‘ (2.3.15) 
where A; = 0,1,2. 
4. The determinations of W2, W^ and 
By (2.2.30), (2.3.4), (2.3.11) and (2.3.14), in terms of the unknown shock 
position at the nozzle wall 6 = (it should be noted that 没0) will 
be determined together with the solution W2 and W2, of the linearized equations), 
we define W2 and W^^ by solving the following problem 
久声 2 + ( _ ) 1 棚 2 氏 , 3 + ； 奶 丨 ; 淵 两 
= V i y ) + vn 五 
达1 购 + ^ f i s i f f ^ ^ ^ + ( 志 w ^ a b ^ y + 恥 1 ) - 徵 ) 两 
+ ( 命 ( 召 1 召 為 + ( 。 ) + 識 + 去 召 3 召 4 ( 驗 — 銷 ) ) + 召 3 召 6 
+ 會 詞 二 ， 静 ） 
=F4(ZI, Viy) - R4{W) — B,Fs{z) - BeFj - + 雖 
对(0) 
+ 去 召 器 - f g ) ) + B 讽 + 执 ) A 凡 ⑷ - 五 H 
^3(0,勿）=[w,{-eo) + f ™ ™ m s)ds) 
Ws{Xo-i-l-ro,Z2)=sPo{z2), 
(2.3.16) 
To write the first and second equations of (2.3.16) in divergence forms and for 
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riotational conveniences, we define 
糊 = - ( f � � ’ 
〜 。 + 丄 勢 。 ’ 
with A3(Xo + 1 — ro) = 0, 
= - ( f + 胁 ) - 譏 > 。 ’ 
刷 � ” 忽 > 4 � > 0 ’ .j 
w f 1 � o fl地一邮4 , 1 o o ？0+W 户 0 + � � � 
+ 邮 6 + B7)A4(2I) > 0 ’ 
' 厂 0 麵 _ ) ) 2 




恥 ) 二 � ( f 3 ( 屯 + ( 二 〜 ) 游 恥 2)), 
�=X^izi) ly, V^) — R,{W) — B,(z,)Fs(z) — -
+ 寿贵 + - f g ) ) + + 57 ) III 聊 s , 
�Gs(Z2) = B2 111 Fe(s)ds + R2(W{0,勿)). 
、 （2.3.18) 
It follows from the expressions of Fs{W, V W ) and F4{W, VW) together with 
(2.3.5), (2.3.12), that 
\ \ G i + llCy(它+) < C{6 + + Ce, /c= 1,2 
(2.3.19) 
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and 
D,,G3(±0O) = 0, , \ 
(2.3.20) 
Then, direct computations show (2.3.13) can be easily rewritten as 
久 1 ( M ^ i m ) + 久2 (m^IWS) - = G:(z), 
V / V / 
达 1 — d巧(A5(么 1)两)+ A6(之 1) (w,{-9o) + A7 SX 1^2(0’ s)d^ 
\ 
Z2) = B2 (w,i-9o) + A7 111 1^2(0, s)ds) + Gs{z2l 
=G2{Z] 
-00 
W3(XO + L-RO,Z2)=EPO(Z2), 
which is equivalent to 
‘ 达 1 + d对(^X2{zi)Ws — 綱 叫 + 111 1^2(0, s)ds) 
- / _ : G i ( z i ’ — =0， 
a., ( A 4 � 1^3)-么2 � + A 6 � + Ay H 1^2(0, S)DS^ 
/ 
=G2(z), 
-00 1^3(0，Z2) = B2 (w,(-eo) + Ay 111 1^2(0, s)ds] + ^3(^2), 
W3{XO-^L-RO,Z2)=SPO{Z2), 
砍2(之1’ 士办）二 0. 
(2.3.21) 
By the first equation in (2.3.20), one can set 
么1 少 = - A3(之 1) + /二。1^2(0’ s)ds) — /二。G,{zus)ds, 
0(0, -^o) = 0. 
(2.3.22) 
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It is easy to see that (2.3.20) is equivalent to the following problem for a second 
order non-local elliptic equation for (p(z) with the unknown constant 没o) 
\ 
着（^Vaii) 1)) 
_ ’ 勿 ) — = G,(z)—氏 1 ( 德 fX 
勿）+ (B2MMO) — A3(0)) (0(0’ Z2)-所y�)) 
= A2(0)Gs(z2)-r,^G,(0,s)ds, 
+ 1 — ro, Z2) = eX2{Xo + 1 - ro)Po(^2) 一 / 二 。 + 
达 2</>(之1’ 士 ^ ) = 0’ ‘ 




2.4 A priori estimates and proofs of Theorem 
2.2.1 and Theorem 2.1.1. 
In this section, we establish some key a priori estimates on the linearized problems 
given in §3 to define a contractible mapping from S j into so that Theorem 
2.2.1 and Theorem 2.1.1 can be shown. To this end, we first derive some useful 
a priori estimates on (2.3.4), (2.3.11), (2.3.18) or (2.3.25), and (2.3.26). 
1. Solving the first order elliptic system (2.3.21) and estimating 
and W,{-eo). 
due to (2.1.8), (2.3.19)-(2.3.20), if one can verify 
A6(.I)A7 + ^ 二 ⑷ ) > 0’ — A3(0) < 0 (2.4.1) 
then, the conditions of Proposition 4.4 in [31] will be fulfilled. Thus, the solvability 
and the estimates on 浓3 and ( 一 c a n be subsequently obtained by 
Proposition 4.4 in [31]. 
We now verify (2.4.1). 
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Since the subsonic background solution (P^(zi), U^(zi), p^(zi), SQ) satisfies 
‘ 氏 1 戶0+ = 对 对，•?。+)(对)_ 
ro+zi) (c2(p+,5o+)-(f/o+)2) ‘ (2 4 2) 
then by a direct computation, one has 
《戶0+ = _ _ 桃 ) 4 — 
1。 （r。+ ,i)2(c2(‘S"o+) —([/o+)2)3、口 7、。） 、。）、“0, OJ 
(2.4.3) 
In addition, 
dzi \ \2{zi) 乂 
二 从 ⑷ { 邮 + 勞 + 丄 邮 - 鹤 ) ) 
(\U^(zi} Po (0) T v /Oo (0) 
+ 召3召6 + — ^ ^ ^ 久 1 戶。+ + (1 - (《戶0+ 
+ 久 1 付 ( 丄 — ( 吧 + 。 & + 胁 1 ) 召 4 ⑷ � M 
(2.4.4) 
It is noted that 
恥 1) — Y -4-1 达 1 戶0+ Ao + 1 - ro 
puxpt.stm? / ^ o + i 1� ( … � 
(^0 + 1 - ro)(ro + ^i) { c X p t S^) - ^o + ^ ( • . … 
1 . Ax/^O + 1 —� 
-氏1 刚 ？ 1 ) Xo + 1 - ro 1 Vo + Zi 
and 
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劣/。+ +么1戶。+ ( 丄 J 对 ! … + ⑷ — ⑷ 、 
=氏1付 
( r � + ) - (ro + ^i)(c2(对，对)-(^^^+尸广 
1 2 ((7 + 1 ) ( 財 一 3(耽)2c2(对’对)+ Sc ' ipi , S^)) 
(ro + 咖 2(对 A + ) - 咖 2) 
7 (对)2 ‘ 
= — • 达 1 付 . . 
Then substituting the expressions above into (2.4.4) and noting that Bi < 0, B2 < 
0’ Bsizi) > 0’ B^{zi) < 0’ B6(zi) > 0 and Ai > 0 (z = 4,7) hold true, 
A6 � A7 + 兵 ( ' 々 ) , 中 1)) = + B2B4 
d z i \ X2{zi) 乂 ‘ ‘ US-{zi) u .对(0) 
+ 丄 召 3 召 4 ( 總 - § ^ ^ ) ) +召3召6}〉0. 
JCv Po(0) Poi^l) 
(2.4.6) 




Furthermore, since we have Bi < 0, dziPo(0) > 0, one has 
81X7X2(0)-入3(0) 
= A7A2(0)(BI —氏 1 戶o+(0)) < 0 . 
Combining this with (2.4.6) yields (2.4.1). Thus, by Proposition 4.4 in [31], 
(2.3.21) has a unique solution {W2, W ,^ 灿 satisfying 
II柄Ilc2’。(叫+ II购 l lcv^(叫+丨两(-叫丨 
< + � I b i , 吻 + ) + � | ^ 2 ’ � [ - 0 � ’ 0 � ] +£||i^o||c2’�M�’0oi) 
< C{e + + e6) 
(2.4.7) 
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and 
W2{zi, 士〜）=劣2砍2(士外）=0, 士^) = 0. (2.4.8) 
Remark 2.4.1 One can solve the system (2.3.21) in the following way. First, 
it is easy to derive that IV2 satisfies the following equation: 
(入6 � A7 + £ )依2(0, .2) = —么 ⑷， 
d,,(AllV2)(0,Z2) + (A7A2(0)Bi(0) — A3(0))W2(0,Z2) = Gi(0,Z2) — A2(0)G 办 2), 
(AIW2)(XO + 1 - ro, Z2) 二 Gi(Xo + 1 — ro,幻）_ £入2(义。+ 1 — 'ro)P(；(之2), 
、 么 1, 士 办 ） = 0 
� (2.4.9) 
As in [31], we can develop a similar theory to obtain the existence and uniqueness 
of W2 for (2.4.9). With W2 being solved, one can solve the following equation to 
obtain W3： 
d,,{X4(zi)Ws) = — MziKm(-9o) + A7/二。miO, s)ds) + G2�• 
1^3(0, Z2) = Bj(Ws(-Oo) + A7 /二。1^2(0’ s)ds) + G2(么2), 
W3(XO + L-RO,Z2) =£PO(Z2). 
(2.4.10) 
The solvability of (2.4.10) takes the following form, which can be used to deter-
mine the shock position 1^5(^0)-
^Xo+l-ro / \ / ^Xo+l-ro ‘ 
/ M^i)d,,w2(zi,z2) + G2(zuz2) ]dzi+ A4(0)Bi(0) — / A6(zi)dz： Jo \ / V Jo , 
+ Ay r W2{0, s)ds) + G 3 � — s P o { z 2 ) X 4 { X o + 1 — To) = 0. 
\ J-00 / 
(2.4.11) 
Once 1^5(^0) is known, one can solve W3 and obtain the corresponding estimates. 
2. Estimating 1^5(^ 2) in (2.3.4). 
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By the estimates for W2 and in (2.4.7), the unique solution W^{z2) 
of (2.3.4) satisfies 
||^^5||c3’�MoA)] < C ^ O砍5 ( -灿+ 左+) + |丨F6(Z)|b2’�(应+)) < CX绅沪 + 明 . 
(2.4.12) 
Furthermore, it follows from (2.3.5) and (2.4.8) that 
l^ M 士知）=�(士而）=0. (2.4.13) 
3. Estimating W^{z) in (2.3.6). ‘ 
It follows from (2.3.10)-(2.3.11), (2.4.12) that 
II他Ilc72’。(左+) < + < + + (2.4.14) 
Moreover, by use of (2.3.11)-(2.3.12) and (2.4.13), we arrive at 
氏2 他 (〜士叫 =• . (2.4.15) 
4. Estimating Wi{z) in (2.3.14). 
It follows from (2.3.14)，(2.3.15) and (2.4.7)-(2.4.15) that 
II两Ilc2’�(叫 < C^(II^^^3||C2’�(^+)+||^||C2,�(^+)+||F8W||C2’�(^+)) < 均 
(2.4.16) 
and 
氏 〜土〜）= 0. (2.4.17) 
Based on the estimates above, we are now ready to show Theorem 2.2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1. 
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Based on the iteration scheme in §2.3 and the estimates (2.4.7)-(2.4.17), if 
S = 0(l)s is properly chosen, then one can show that 
4 
i=l 
Hence we can define a mapping T from Es into itself as follows 
T(W) = ly , (2.4.18) 
where W = (Wu 机，电）and W = {Wu W2, l^s,他，W^). 
It remains to show that the mapping T is coritractible. 
For any given two states 
二 ^^^^21，•^si，l^/^i) and = {Wl Wl W^ W^ M^s^) 
八 A A A A / V A A 
in 3s with the corresponding fluid variables Pi, and (t/12,^2,户2, 5*2, {2) 
respectively, we set 
T{W^) = W\ T(W^) = W^ 
with W = {Wl W^, W】，Wl W^) for 1 = 1,2. 
Let 
Y{Z) = ( F i ⑷，？ 2 ⑷，巧⑷ ,权 4 权勿)） 
with Yi{z) = W l - W ^ and Yi{z) = Wl - W,^  { l < i < 5). 
In order to obtain the contractibility of T in the Bariach space S<5, we establish 
some estimates on for 1 < z < 5, which will be provided by the following four 
steps. 
Step 1. The estimate of shock location deviation. 
It follows from (2.3.3) and a direct computation that 
巧 0^ 2) = 0(1)^2(0, Z2) + 0(£)y. (2.4.19) 
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This implies 
_ _ / 4 X 
lin'llci-Mc^o] < C1|?2|b’<n^+) + Ce 広 llf^llci,�(启+) + • 
(2.4.20) 
Step 2. The estimate of the entropy difference. 
First, define the characteristics 乂s; (5i) going through (zi, Z2) with z i^O] P i ) = 
j3i as 
dzjis-A) = • 
办 一 (2.4.21) 
zi{zi;pi) = 4(0, A ) = A, Pi e h � , 0 o ] 
for i = 1,2. 
Set l{s) = zl{s]Pi) - Then it follows from (2.4.21) and a simple 
computation that 
‘ £ = 0{e)l + 幼 s ; P2)) + 0(e) {Uziis- " 2 ) ， P 2 ) ) , 
i{zi) = 0, m = 
(2.4.22) 
where the quantity 0(e) in (2.4.22) belongs to due to W^ e (它+) 
and W^ e In addition, the C^'" estimate of - P2 can be derived 
in terms of (2.4.22). 
Indeed, it follows from (2.4.22) that 
\ -(h = C (omt) + 0(l)Y2it;zlit;P2)) + 
l(s) = Jl [0(e)l{t) + 之•(亡；爲)）+ 0{e){Uzl{t;p2),n{4{t-.P2))yt 
(2.4.23) 
On the other hand, the estimate (2.3.9) implies 
||5,i(A’伪(它+) < Ce, I队(A，/y||ci,<^(它+) < C. 
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This, together with (2.4.23), yields 
— " 2 | b i , �(勾 < C (^ll^ ^2||c7i’a(^ +) +4nih，。Mo，^). (2.4.24) 
In addition, it follows from (2.3.11) that ¥4 satisfies 
n � = • � ( A — + • ⑴ 权 / y + E • ⑷ 对 + 战 / nisjcis. 
(2.4.25) 
One should note that although contains the term 0(<I>~ - $「），the coeffi-
cient of is 0(£). 
This, together with (2.3.10) and (2.4.21), shows that Y^^ admits the following 
estimate 
Kllci 々 (应+) 
/ 4 \ 
乂 i=l ‘ 
/ 4 ^ � 
< ci ||i^ 5||c"i,o[-0�A)l 11灼1�1’。(应+) 4^ 5^||C2’"[-0o，0O] 
\ • •« 
(2.4.26) 
Step 3. The estimate of � . 
It follows from (2.3.14) that 
= O ⑴ F3 + o ⑴?5 + 0(£)(yi, F2, ^^ 3，么’ V^ s). (2.4.27) 
Thus, 
_ / _ 4 � 
乂 i=l 
(2.4.28) 
Step 4. The estimates of 么),巧(之）and Ysi-Oo). 
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It is noted that ¥2, Y^  and 权—叫 satisfy 
+ 氏 2(入2(之 1)句—入3(；^1)?2(0，么 2) = + 0(s)vy,), 
= + 0(S)VY^ + O 娜 一 + 0(1) f，) nis)ds, 
UO, Z2) = B, (Ys(-Oo) + A7 /二。^2(0, s)ds) + EL 0(e)yi, 
Y3(Xo-hl-ro,Z2)=0, 
〜士 = 
By proposition 4.4 in [31], one has the following estimates 
_ _ _ / 4 





Collecting all the estimates in Step 1-Step 4 above shows that 
4 一 / 4 ^ X 
丨丨勾(它+)+kiic2’�M���]， 
(2.4.31) 
here the constant C > 0 depends only on a and the supersonic incoming flow. 
Thus, for suitably small (2.4.31) implies that the mapping T is contractible 
in ((71’"(丑+))4 X C2’�[—6>o,"o]. Therefore, there exists a unique solution W = 
iWi,W2,W3,W4,W5) in E:<5 which solves (2.2.28)-(2.2.29) and (2.2.31)-(2.2.32). 
Furthermore, by the definition of iE^ j, we know that W satisfies (2.2.34)-(2.2.35). 
Hence, we complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Finally, we prove Theorem 2.1.3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.3. By Theorem 2.2.1, there exists a unique solution 
( 嚇 0 ； � , P ⑷ 观 制 
to the problem (2.2.19)-(2.2.21), and further 
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solves the problem (2.2.12)-(2.2.15). Moreover, in terms of the transformations 
(2.2.1)-(2.2.2), one obtains a solution 
{ui{x),u2{x), P{x),S{x); r]{x2)) 
to the problem (2.1.1) with (2.1.2)-(2.1.5) and admits the following estimates 
II"(工2) — V^o — < c u e — r�||c73’十彻A)] < Ce (2.4.32) 
with {x\,x2){i = 1, 2) standing for the intersection points of xi = 77(12) with 
X2 = {—lyxitanOo for z = 1,2, and 
< C|| (t/i(r, e ) M r , 0\ P(r, 0), S(r, 0)) — 戶。+(r)’ 
< c(^ll(U,(z),u;(z),P(z),S(z)) — (f>o+(2i),0,�o+(zi)’5^)|b’a(^+) 
+ Il€ — n)||c2^-0�’0o]) 
< Ce. 
Thus, we complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.3. 
At the end of this chapter, we want to discuss some properties of the transonic 
shock solution obtained before. 
To this end, we assume that the system (2.2.28),(2.2.30)-(2.2.32) has two 
solutions (VFii, VK21,购 1, VKii ,叫 1) and (1^ 12，W22, W32, M/42, ^ 52) when the end 
pressure is replaced by 
P{x) = Pe + ^ A W , on r = Xo + 1 , (2.4.33) 
and 
P{x) = Pe-^ep2{e),on r = X � + l . (2.4.34) 
Denote Yi = Wn — i = 1,2,3,4，5. 
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We have the following properties: 
4 
E 1 1 别 + r 5 | h ’ � M � A ] < Ce\\Pi{z2) - (2.4.35) 
This implies the continuous dependence of the transonic shock solution with 
respect to the exit pressure. 
Indeed, same analysis as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.3, we have the following 
estimates: 
iraici ,十I叫 < + Ceffl 叫 化 + ll^^ci,十0o’0o] 
� = 1 • 
_ / 4 � 
I 均 Ici,"(玄+) < Cflinilci-Mceol+^I] 
\ i=l ‘ 




l|y2||ci’�(wH|y3|b,a(如 + I 似 - 秘 
/ 4 X 
||>^ dlci’�(玄+)  + Ce\\P,{z2 —尸2(:2))lbi’�(E+). 
、二1 ) 
Hence one can easily obtain the estimates (2.4.35). 
One may try to apply a similar approach in [31] to establish the monotonicity 
of shock location with respect to the exit pressure. But we did not succeed. 
Actually, in this case Yi is a main term in our solvability condition (2.4.11), 
which is quite different from the solvability condition in [31]. We have no idea to 
obtain useful information about Yi on the shock curve from the Rankine-Hugoniot 
condition, which is essential if one try to use the idea in [31 . 
Chapter 3 
A monotonic theorem on the shock position 
with respect to the exit pressure 
As have been discussed at the end of this chapter, we did not succeed to establish 
the monotonic property of the shock location with respect to the exit pressure. In 
this chapter, under some additional restriction on the geometry of the nozzle, i.e. 
for slowly-varying nozzle, we will prove the monotonic property of shock location. 
To this end, we assume that the system (2.1.1),(2.1.4)-(2.1.8) has two solutions 
(t/i, and (C7i, U2, P, 2^) when the end pressure is replaced by 
P(x) = Pe + ^AW, on r = Xo + 1, (3.0.1) 
and 
P(x) = Pe + ep2{e\ on r = X � + 1 , (3.0.2) 
Assume that XQ to be suitably large, and 6Q be suitably small such that 
XoOq = 1 and 宰 < � < "0 hold, (3.0.3) 
here r/o > 0 is a suitably small constant. 
The assumption (3.0.3) means that the nozzle wall X'l = (—iytanOo(i — 1,2) 
is very near the line segment X2 — (—1” for Xq < r < Xq + 1. 
We will formulate the problem as in [30]. As in the last chapter, it is convenient 
for us to use the polar coordinate. 
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By the assumption (3.0.3), we will use the following transformation 
yi = 
y2 = XoO 
(3.0.4) 
In this case, (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) can be rewritten respectively as 
dydpU? + P) + 念 d“pUM) + ^ ^ 二 0’ 
dyApUiU^) + + + . 
dyMpe + lp\UP + P)U,) + ^dyMipe + + nU2) + 一 巧 = q, 
(3.0.5) 
and 
[{pe + + P)U,] - ^^[{pe + + P^^] = 0, 
with 制 ( 悬 ) . 
Meanwhile, (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) are converted into 
(3.0.6) 
and 
[72(1/1’ 士 1) = 0 
仍、=尸e + 勿 
(3.0.7) 
(3.0.8) 义0 Xc 
Also, we need to reduce the free boundary into a fixed boundary. To this end, 
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In term of this transformation, the domain 
CJ+ = {(2/1,2/2) ： <eO/2) < yi <Xo+1,-1<2/2< 1 } 
is changed into 
E+ = {{Zi,Z2) : 0 < Zi < 1 , - 1 < ?/2 < 1}. 
It follows from a direct computation that the system (3.0.5)-(3.0.6),(3.0.7)-
(3.0.8) is equivalent to the following problem 
\ = aZ2)[pUlU2]iO,Z2) 
(3.0.10) 
and 
d^u + X戒P = Fi(P, S�Uu f/2, ^ ； 0 , 
D2UJ - \2d1P = F2(P, UhU2, uj-0, 
p = 戶 + 仍 ( 《 勿 ， 勿 ) — - Po-('ro), 
5^ 一(论2),么2) — 5"0-,0/2-)2(办2)’>^2),^/2"(办2),幻)"2), OTl = 0, 
on 么1 = 








Xo{Xo+l-az2)) ( 1 _ U^A X � 8 � p 
(3.0.13) 
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and 
, " “ I Xo(zi-l)e(Z2)U2 I Xo(zi-l)e(z2)C/2 a 1 o _ n 
t W l 十�(:2)+W彻+ 1 -《幻十 � • 2 2 ) + W X o + l - 《 ( 幻 - U， 
^(0,^2) = + 如(C/|’f/r(«幻’幻)-f/o—(ro)，P-(�Z2),Q) — Po—(ro)， 
(3.0.14) 
and 
m + + f i S f e ^ i ^ 久 2 } ( 树 ( 1 + = 0， 
+ + Kp)m 幻）=(-(仏 + + 91? + —2(仏 + + 
+ "(P�+(ro) + 办)’ SO+ + 之2), 
(3.0.15) 
Now we state our main result in this chapter. 
Theorem 3.0.1. 
Under the assumptions 0/Theorem 2.1.1 and (3.0.3), assume that (/7i, t/2，P, S\ ^1) 
and {Uu (h, P, S ; � satisfy the estimates (2.1.12), and MQ{Xo)三(力二々二、> 
I^OJJ^O ) 
w then we have 




\\{UuU2. P, 5) — {Uu Ih, p , SO|h�(丑十）+ ll^ i - «e;|h ,� [ -M 
- 勿 ~ zo (3.0.17) 
Ao Ao 
Furthermore, ifP{l,Z2) — P(Xz2) = C = and ^i(l) < &(1)，then 
one can conclude that ^1(^2) < ^2(^2) and the constant C > 0. Moreover, there 
exists a genie constant C > I such that 
^ ( 6 ( 1 ) - 6 ( 1 ) ) < C < ^ t e ( l ) 一 6(1))- (3.0.18) 
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Remark 3.0.1. Chen [17] has obtained a similar result without any conditions 
on Mach number and the slowly-varying of nozzle wall. However, in his proof, he 
neglected the proof of the continuous dependence of the end pressure with respect 
to the shock position. In this chapter, we will employ another different approach 
to give a rigorous proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.0.1 
We may assume that 
6 ( 1 ) < 6 ( 1 ) - (3.0.19) 
Set 
{ 
m(zi,z2)=崎1 � + 6(^ 2)), Z2) 
+ + 6(^2)),勿)，Z = 1’ 2 
\ 
Step 1. The estimate on WQ 
By (3.0.10)，simple calculations show that 
W^{Z2) = 0{£)Wi + 0{1)W2 + 0(e)Ws + • � W4 + 0(€)We, 
剛 = 6 ( 1 ) - < ^ 2 ( 1 ) 




剛 = 0 . 
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Hence we have the following estimates: 
< c ( e ( ^ 2 { i ) — 6 ( 1 ) ) + \ \ d z , w 2 \ M + ( 3 . 0 . 2 2 ) 
and 
||W6(之2)|b’� < ^((6(1) - 6(1)) + \M{Z2)\M 
4 
< 哪2(1) - 6(1)) + + 
(3.0.23) 
Step 2. The estimate on Wi 
We solve the first order equation (3.0.14). 
Let zl = zlis, z) and zj = z^is^ z) be the characteristic going through the 
point {zi,z2) G 6 with ^^(O;z) = (3 and 2:2(0；z) = which correspond to 
(6^ 1, f/2) and (Vi, V2) respectively, i.e. 
ZL{ZI]Z) = Z2, ZL{0]Z) = 
(3.0.24) 
Similarly, one can define z^s, z) correspond to (Vi, V2). 
Set /(s; z) = 2:2(5; z) — 2;f(s; z). Then one has 
FS 二 O � I + 侧 4 ) + 0(1卿，功 + 0(S)WE(Z^) + 
l(zi;z) = 0, = 
(3.0.25) 
Since the solution has the C^'"-regularities, then the coefficients of l{t; z) in the 
integral above are in C^'", this will lead to the C^'" estimate of /3 - p. Then one 
obtain 
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It follows from (3.0.11) that 
+ = 0(e){Wi + + + + 
— A2 氏 1W3 = 去)(购 + Wa + + We + 
+0(£)(W5 + a幻 + 勿))， (3.0.32) 
Z2) = 0(s)W2(0, Z2) + 0 ( 去 + e)We, 
购 = (老)-戶2(悬))， on z , = 
on = 
W2 = 0 on Z2 = 士 1, 
As in [30], we decompose Ws = W31 + W32 such that 
入2坎W31 + AialWsi = -DZI + H/3 + W4 
+W6 + 达 1W3) + 0(s)(Ws + + w•拟2))) 
巧 fo(s)(Wi + W2 + W3 + W4 + d^.Ws) + 0(^)(W5 + We + 
^ / 
W31(0�Z2) = 0(£)W2(0�Z2) + + £)W6� on z, = 0, 
W31 = 0, 
= 0 
on =丄 
on Z2 = 士1， 
(3.0.33) 
and 
入 2^1^32 + XldiWs2 = 0 22 
3^2(0，2；2) = 0’ on Zi = 0, 
(悬) - A (悬))， on 
久2 评32 二 0 on Z2 = 士 1, 
X 
It follows from the second equation of (3.0.11) that 
(3.0.34) 
0；(之 1 , 1 ) = / F2([/i, f/2, P, S) + X2d,,P (zi, s)ds = 0 
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Hence we have the following compatibility condition 
“ + Ws + + + + 0{e){W, + d^.Ws + W^(z2)) 
+ + 2^d,,lV32j(zi,s)ds = 0. 
where the coefficient of WQ is 
(3.0.35) 
+ 1 — + 1 - U 





Finally, one can obtain the following estimates, 
llWsilh," S I^ (l|w^ i,^ 4^,w5,wdlci’a+(6W-印)))+宰11戶1("|^ )-
Ao Ao Ao Ao 
(3.0.39) 
and 
< W5’ + ⑴-如)))+字 I -為(|)||c;i’a 
Ao Ao Ao Ao 
(3.0.40) 
Combining all these estimates, we obtain 
II则Ci," + ll^ sllci- < 妄(11队 W4, H/5�W�C71� + (6(1) - ei(l))) 
^ 0 (3.0.41) 
Ao Ao Aq 
Step 4. The estimate on Wi. 
It follows from (3.0.15) and the argument in Step 2，we have 
5(2；1,之2) = 5(0’/?(2；1,2；2)). 
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From this and the definition of the Bernoulli's function, one can easily obtain 
4 




= 0 ( e ) W 2 + • ( 去 + + 0(1) ^ i W + 0(e){0 一 P). 
1 。 口 3 
(3.0.42) 
And Wi satisfies the following estimate 
A 1 ~ 
< c(如站)-6(1)) + ^ _ i k � ) + c；^ + C S ^ I M Y , . . 
(3.0.43) 
From all the above estimates, one can conclude that 
E I I 恢i(幼 ici’° + II 评 乂 勿 < - 6 ( 1 ) ) + 一 P2{^)\\C 
(3.0.44) 
Step 5. The estimate on ^3(0,2:2). 
Set 
rrioiyi) = (PJt/o-)2， 
It follows from (3.0.6) that on zi = 0 
PU2] [pUiU2 
P{U2F + P 
P{U^F + = (p-(f/r)2 + P-)⑵勿),勿）+ ( [ " � 1 仏 
P{U2Y + P 
pUiU2][pBU2 
[p{U2r + P] 
(3.0.45) 




p(U2y + p 
{[PUIU2'' 
P{U2Y + P 
pUiU2][pBU2 
[piu^r + p]‘ 
Denote the supersonic state and the supersonic background solution by U~ = 
(t/f, U2, P - , S - ) and U : = (t/o",0, Pq .Sq) respectively. 
Then (3.0.45) yields 
pUi = (Po—f/o—)(《勿)）+ 0(U- — U,-) + Al , 
p(Uif + P= iPoiUo)' + Po—)⑵勿)）+ 0{u- — ) + A2, 
pm = {PoBoUomz2)) + 0(U- — U^) + A3. 
This implies 
t/i = ^^^^ + 0(U- - U � ) + 秘 1 ’ A2), 
V^o 




pBUi = m2 + 0{U- 一 f/「）+ Hs{Au A3). 
Substituting the first two expressions in (3.0.46) into the third equality in (3.0.47) 
yields on 21 = 0 
— + - P ) - m2mo = 0{U- — UQ + //4(Ai，八2’ A3). 
2 7 —丄 
(3.0.48) 
Since {Ui, U2, -P, S) and (Ui, U2, P, S) both satisfy the above equality, hence a 
simple calculation shows that 
= ^5(^2)^6(^2) + Oie)W2 + 0{6^)(Wi + W3 + W4) + 0{e)We. (3.0.49) 
where 
^4(^ 2) = ：rP^(ro)((Uo'-(ro))' — c'(p^(ro))) + O ( v ^ e ) = 0(1) < 0， 7 - 1 
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and 
晰(么2) = — 2 ) i ; ) 丄 + l)Po-(ro) 一 Po^(ro)) + = O ( ^ ) > 0. 
For the detailed calculations, one can refer to [30 . 
With the estimate (3.0.44), one has 
W3(0’ 勾)> 1 ^ ( 6 2 ( 1 ) - 卯 ) ) — 戶 i ( 吾 ) — A ( 吾 ) l b i ’ a . (3.0.50) 
Ao Ao Ao Ao 
Based on Step 1-Step 5, we can prove Theorem 3.0.1. 
Substituting (3.0.44) into (3.0.35), we have 
� l ^ t e w - 6(1)) + MIIA(^) - + 氏 1W31)(�s)ds > 0, 
J-l \ Ao Ao -Ao / 
(3.0.51) 
where bi{i = 3,4) is a generic positive constant. In particular, 
bs > C(Xoa3(z2) + = 0(1) > 0. 
If 5 | | P i ( t ) -戶2 (悬 ) | | c 7 i , � > - ^i(l)), then the proof is completed. 
If 
—汽(争)llci，。< 嘉 fe�-如))， (3.0.52) 
Ao A0O4 
this implies ^3(0,^2) > 0. Due to ^^3(0, <22) = ^^31(0,^2) + ^32(0,^2) and 
14^ 32(0, Z2) = 0, we arrive at 
14/31(0,^ 2) > 0. (3.0.53) 
On the other hand, it follows from (3.0.51)-(3.0.52) that 
dzAJ Wsi(zi,s)ds)>0. (3.0.54) 
Combining (3.0.53) with (3.0.54) yields, 
J Wsi{l,s)ds > 0. 
However, this contradict to Z2) = 0. Thus (3.0.52) does not hold. Namely, 
we have shown that there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
16(1) - 6(1)1 < CXos\\P,{^)—戶2(|)|bi’�. 
A n A n 
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Combining this with (3.0.44), we complete the proof of (3.0.16)-(3.0.17). 
For the proof of (3.0.18), since £ 戶 — £為(悬）=C, we can easily find that 
Ws2 = Czi. And the following estimate holds: 
4 C 
E ll^^llc^- + < ^ f e ( l ) 一 6(1)) + ^ i q , 
1 ^ ( 6 ( 1 ) - 6 ( 1 ) ) + Ao Ao 
We first show that (7 > 0. If not, it follows from (3.0.50) and (3.0.51) that 
M/3(0, > - ^ ( 6 ( 1 ) - 6(1)) + ^ C . (3.0.55) 
and 
That is 
- - ^ ( 6 ( 1 ) - 6(1)) + + > 0. 
Ao Ao 
/ 1 込馬(么 1, s)ds > 与 - 6(1)) - h c . XO 
Integral over (0,1) with respect to Zi, we have 
0 — t W2i(0,Z2)dZ2 > - ^ f e ( l ) — 6(1)) - h^C. 
J-L AO 
With (3.0.55)，one has 
C > 1 ^ ( 6 ( 1 ) - 6 ( 1 ) ) . 
This contradict to the assumption C < 0. Hence we have proved that C > 0. 
One can deduce easily from (3.0.35), 
� ( — 參 ( 6 � - 卯 ) ) + X2C)ds < 0. 
J-l Ao 
which implies that C < 悬 ( 6 ( 1 ) _ 6(1))-
On the other hand, from (3.0.50) and (3.0.35), we have 
and (3.0.51) implies 
(6(1) — 6(1)) + + A2C 一 > 0. 
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If C < 2 ^ ( 6 ( 1 ) — 6(1)) , then > 0 and s)ds > 0. 
Similar analysis as above will give us a contradiction. Hence we have C > 
夢(€2(1) — 6(1))- The proof is completed. 
Chapter 4 
Discussions and Future work 
In this chapter, we will discuss some open problems which are closely related to 
the results obtained in this thesis. 
As discussed in Remark 2.1.4，the transonic shock solution always exists for a 
small perturbation of supersonic incoming flow without any compatibility condi-
tion. The background solution is also stable under a small perturbation of nozzle 
wall. The remaining interesting problem is to show that the rrioriotonicity of 
shock location along the nozzle wall with respect to the end pressure. Another 
challenging open problem is the dynamical stability or instability of transonic 
shock problem, that is whether the shock solution exists or not if the initial 
unsteady flow is of a small perturbation on the steady symmetric flow, and the 
corresponding boundary conditions at the beginning of the diverging and the exit 
is also of a small perturbation. 
Next, one may consider the transonic shock problem in a divergent nozzle 
with the slip boundary condition replaced by a perforated boundary condition on 
downstream subsonic region, for example u • n = /, where / is a smooth function 
with a compact support. We also require that no flow will enter the nozzle from 
the nozzle wall. In this case, the flow getting out of the exit is coming from-the 
inner of the supersonic incoming flow, one can not expect that the subsonic state 
has C^'" regularity. Actually, even in the case of uniform supersonic incoming 
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flow, the flow can be C '^^  at the neighborhood of the intersection point of shock 
curve and the nozzle wall, while the flow near the corner at the exit should be only 
C^'". However in this case, the existence and uniqueness of such a transonic shock 
problem can also be expected. We hope that this may shed light on the similar 
problem considered for flat nozzle, where we try to find a suitable boundary 
condition on the nozzle wall such that the problem is well-posed. 
Finally, one may consider the corresponding transonic shock problem in a 3-
dirnensional axisymmetric nozzle. Actually what people really concerned about is 
the truly three dimensional case. The three dimensional transonic shock problem 
is much more complicated than the two dimensional case. The main difficulties lie 
in the determination of the shock surface. In this case, the equations determining 
the equation should satisfy a compatibility condition. The loss of the regularity 
due to the hyperbolic mode also cause a lot of trouble. So far, people do not have 
so many ways to deal with the truly three-dimensional case. 
Chapter 5 
Appendix 
5.1 Appendix A: Background solution 
In this appendix, we will give a description on the transonic solution of the 
problem (1.1) with (1.2)-(1.5) when the exit pressure is a suitable constant Pg 
under the assumptions on the nozzle walls and the uniform supersonic incoming 
flow in §1. Such a solution is called a background solution and can be obtained 
by solving the related ordinary differential equations. In fact, the related analysis 
has been given in Section 147 of [19] and the details can be seen in [47]. In this 
appendix, we give a detailed illustration. 
Theorem (Existence of a transonic shock for the constant end pressure) For 
the 2-D nozzle and the uniform supersonic incoming flow given in §1 of Chapter 
1, then there exist two constant pressures Pi and P2 with F\ < P2 such that if 
the exit pressure Pg ^ (尸 1,尸2), then the system (1.1) has a symmetric transonic 
shock solution. 
K ^ o , ^ 2,o> 户o-('厂)，'S'o"), for r < Tq, 
for r > TQ. 
here ulo{x) = [ / ^ ( r ) f , X o < r < Xq + 1, is a constant, and (尸o+(r)’ (…） 
is C^-smooth. 
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Remark 1. By the assumption (1.6), one has for tq < r < Xq + 1 




< k = 1,2’ 3. 
Remark 2. One can obtain an extension {Po{r), Uoir)) of {po{r), U ^ r ) ) for 
r e + 1) by solving the Euler system. 
5.2 Appendix B: An outline of the proof of The-
orem 2.1.2 
For notational conveniences, the superscripts "-" will be neglected. 
As in chapter 2，it is convenient to use the polar coordinate and set DQ = 
= dy^ , D2 = ^dy” then the system (2.2.5) can be rewritten into the 
following non-divergence form 
ADiU + BD2U = C. 
where 
p 0 0 Ui 0 p Q U2 
pUi 0 1 0 
B = plh 0 0 0 
0 pUi 0 0 
1 ^ 
0 pC/2 1 0 







_ -^DoPUi _ P _ 
The background solution satisfies the following problem: 
AQDIUO + B0D2U0 = CO. 
(B.l) 
(B.2) 
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where 
An = 
PO 0 0 Ui’ 
PoUi’Q 0 
0 PoUifl 
1 0 "1,0 7-Po 
Bn = 
0 po 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 
Co = 
Set W = U — UQ, then W satisfies the following system: 






where A = A(W + UQ), B = B{W + UQ) and E{W) = C-CQ-(A- AQ)DIUO — 
(B - BO)D2UO. 
By solving det{B — A^) = 0，we find the eigenvalues of (B.3): 
Ai = A2 = ^,A3.4 二 j n 
The corresponding left eigenvectors 
h = (l,0,0,-p),^2 = (0,t/i,t/2,0),4,4 = (0,A3,4,-l,p(t/2 - ^A3’4)). 
Multiplication of (B.3) by ti yields 
(B.4) 
Simple calculations show that 
AA 二（0，0, t/i), 
The system (B.4) can be rewritten as 
^ Ckj{D,Wj + XkD^Wj) = =: Mfc, = 3，4. (B.5) 
where (Cfci,CFC2,CFC3,CM) = 
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Denote Rs 二 (义0,叉0 + (^ ) x ( - 1 , 1 ) , where 6 is to be determined later. Set 
the iteration space 
二 { I ^ e C'^'iRs) ： < e } . 
Take V G we set (kj = Ckj{V + = L^KIV + Uq), hence we obtain the 
linearized equation: 
4 
Y ^ -(AW,- + = = 1,2’ 3,4. (B.6) 
j=i 
Next we consider the boundary condition. We already know VI/2 = 0 on the 
boundary 仍=士 1 . We need three more conditions on the boundary to prescribe 
Wi^Ws and W4. We use the characteristic method to determine the data on the 
boundary. Let us only consider the data on the lower boundary y2 = —1. 
Define the ith characteristics fi passing through (yi, —1) by 
dfiiT-,yu-l) _ Xi{{V+Uo)irJi)) 
CLT ~ T ‘ 
/“"I; 2/1,-1) = —1. 




Since Ai = A2 = 0 and A4 < 0 on y2 = —1, the first, second and fourth charac-
teristics can travel to the left and reach the initial boundary on YI = XQ. Let 
^i{yi) = fi{Xo] 2/1, —1), integrate along the above equation to obtain 
/•J/i d 




will linearize these conditions as in [6]: replace i iA by l iA and Xi by Xi 
Xi = UMUvi)) + r + 
Jxo打 
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Together with the boundary condition W2{yi, —1) = 0 , we have 
-^ll^Ws + (t/i,o + = Xl, 
+ p)(Ui,o + V,fW, + ([/i,o + = X2, 
- A 4 ( 1 — = X4. 
(B.9) 
After these preparations, we are able to use the characteristic method to solve 
the problem. 
Let be the 3th characteristic going through (Xq, —1) and the I : be the 4th 
characteristic going through {XQ, 1). Set Ri = R2 = Rs and I玄 J: will separate 
the domain RS into two parts, which will be denoted by R^ and R4, R: 
respectively. 
By the characteristic method, we have 




' 6 (y 1,2/2)如 
(hA)W + fi3{W))dT =: h{W),('歸）G Rt, 
E “ • 刚 歸 ) = 働 1’2/2),1)^^舶1，?/2),1) 
j=l j=l 
,d 
+ {hA)W + MW))dr =: h(W), G R-, 
'^ 4(2/1,2/2)如 
where 3^(2/1, ^2), ^ 4(2/1,2/2) are defined as follows 
(B.IO) 
and 
/3(yi;yi，y2) = y2. 
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and&(2/i,2/2)’(^4(2/i，?/2)satisfy/3(&(yi，y2);J/i’?/2) = - 1 and 74(^4(yi,?/2)；?/i,2/2)= 
1. 
Next we will use the contraction principle to solve (B.IO). Take any W e 三£, 
solving the linear system 
4 
Hence we can define a mapping S : Z = S{W). In order to get the contraction 
of S, we introduce the following norm in Hj： 
where a, b are positive constants. A direct computation shows that S maps 3s to 
itself. 
One can show that for sufficiently large a and 6, 5 is a contraction operator. 
Hence there exists a unique fixed point W such that W = S{W). Hence we 
have solved the linearized equation. This enable us to define another mapping 
T : V ——^ W. Using the integral equations and Gronwall's inequality, one can 
derive the estimate of W. Differentiating the equations with respect to 2/2，one 
can derive the equation of dy^Z, which takes the same form as Z, one can derive 
the estimate of dy^Z as for Z. Finally using the equation itself, one can derive 
the estimate of d机 Z. In a word, one can prove that the mapping T maps 三 to 
itself if 5 is small enough. For the details, one may refer to [35 . 
One can do the same estimates to show that T is a contraction operator with 
respect to norm. Since 三£ is compact in C^{Rs) and closed in the norm, 
then T has a unique fixed point in 
Hence we have proved that for the initial-boundary value problem (2.1.1),(2.1.2)-
(2.1.9) with ||$o—t^||c2’° < for 0 < £0 < 1’ there exits a small ( 5 � > 0 depending 
only on £。，UQ such that there exists a unique solution U on Rs^ satisfying the 
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following estimate: 
\\U - < 屯0 — t^||c2,"(-i’i). 
where Ci depends only on UQ, (^q 
Now take s = — t h e n we have 
Hence \\U{6o, •) — f/o||c2.«(-i,i) < Then one can apply the above result again, 
continue this process (up to 悬 + 1 times), we extend the local solution to the 
whole region. The corresponding estimate holds also. (2.1.15) can be checked 
directly. Hence we have completed the proof. 
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